A broken tail light on an old Volkswagen has resulted in a wrong-way accident that caused the Black and Brown community to call a press conference and demand a look at the use of police dogs, selection of new police, and available officer training that relate to the queriment. Acting Police Chief "Ronny" Sauriol disagrees with the events of Saturday, March 12, 1983.

Mrs. Guadalupe Avila, 6B, was bitten on the arm and on the back of the neck. As a result, she was transported by Avila.

Mrs. Avila told him that the police officer pointed to the officer. It was pointed that "You are not going to fight us.

The City Council meeting a coup gathered to present the recent incident involving a police dog. Mrs. Guadalupe Avila and the dogging of her husband for 17 hours all together.

Members of the Los Angeles Police Department and friends came together to support the recommendations made by Andreas Soto, of the Hispanic Chamber of Commerce and to establish a commitment to the police department in the case of the police chief. The case was associated with Mrs. Avila. At that time, he boarded her house to make sure that the dog was not going to do anything without the consent of the dog's owner, Mrs. Avila.

The conference was attended by a permanent Commission of civilians and police officers.

Participants included the following:

- Cheryl Brown, President of the minority council.
- Michael Avila, President of the minority council.
- Mrs. Avila, a sufferer of Parkinson's disease.
- Mrs. Avila, a sufferer of Alzheimer's disease.
- Mrs. Avila, a sufferer of rheumatoid arthritis.
- Mrs. Avila, a sufferer of asthma.
- Mrs. Avila, a sufferer of diabetes.
- Mrs. Avila, a sufferer of heart disease.
- Mrs. Avila, a sufferer of cancer.
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Allen Chapel A.M.E. Church

River City

By - Theresia Jewel and Susan Thomas

The Allen Chapel Church celebrated Annual Lay Day morning and afternoon. The Holy Spirit could be felt all around us as the Celebrity Choir rendered many beautiful selections and the Young Adult Choir under the direction of Mrs. Linda Marsh who also served as pianist sang our hearts happy with their beautiful renditions. Members of the Ladies Auxiliary, under the direction of Mrs. Hattie Wilkins, assisted Pastor Copeland in providing a morning service. Songs of praise filled the name of Jesus and our hearts cried out to the Holy Spirit.

Mrs. Lillian Robinson, President of the local organization by was speaker for morning service. She spoke on the subject, The Family in Directions. Stating that we are all family with God as our Father, man our Brother and Christ our Redeemer. As we take steps in new directions, we must remember that it is later than we think and in time we must ask what our Father's business. We must discard selfishness, paunchiness and anxiety if we expect to dwell in God's Kingdom. We must give the world the very best we have. The Church has sustained us throughout, and as Christians we must take Jesus for a stay. We should stop and take stock of ourselves and remember to Hush, somebody's calling my name. A beautiful speech which left everyone present with much food for thought.

The afternoon celebration was assisted by members of the Ladies with Prayer Confessional speaker. Sister Terrie Sweat presented "When You Have Been with Jesus, Expect a Miracle" He challenged everyone present to just touch the hem of his garment. He would happen in our lives. We should go and let God take control of everything going on in a good spirit. "May I ask a question? Brother Abraham! What about us and i and me?"... just to throw a damper on the good spirit, "Let's read the passage". We read the passage against Prophet Muhammad, the kinds of things they do, it is clear and are able to come in and pretend to be good.

The Holy Quran says they would come in and pretend to be good, with nothing but mainly Muslims establish themselves as the most enthusiastic Muslim. When we look around we see that we are establishing ourselves as the most enthusiastic Muslims—and then at a certain time, let us just openly and honestly admit that we definitely don't know where we are going and will break the community of faith, and do not care.

The Queen tells us of this scheme they use and we ask for the schemes and programs that we see to use a to hurt a community, you make people, you just know the community.

Accept that he is here and he is a troublemaker, he isn't here to take advantage of your people. He isn't here to worry about you. He keeps coming, maybe he'll hear a sermon that will change his heart and day.
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Dr. Fairley Resigns

S.B. Largest Baptist Church

Dr. Robert Fairley surprised the Island Emmercom community by announcing his resignation from New Hope Baptist Church in San Bernardino, California, on March 20, 1983. In his letter of resignation, Fairley cited the difficult circumstances of his ministry and the challenges of working in a diverse community. Despite these challenges, Fairley expressed his gratitude for the support and encouragement he received from the congregation.

The letter announcing his resignation was read to the congregation in the 11:00 a.m. service. The resignation is effective May 31.

Amos Temple C.M.E.
Church News

Rev. Cheron B. Tolome, Pastor

Amos Temple C.M.E. Church in San Bernardino on March 27, 1983 at 3:30 p.m. The Pastor’s Aid Club is sponsoring an event called “Blessing On the Way.” Many thanks to Chairperson Helen Jacocks, Church Reporter.

We remain in constant prayer for the sick and others. We are going home. He will do what is best. He is the Lord who decides, and we must trust in Him. Dr. Fairley’s resignation is a new chapter in his ministry and the congregation’s journey.
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Black Voice News In News
Stands All Over Riverside
Perris

by Mr. Art Cook

The Site Selection Task Force presented its final report to the Board of Trustees on Thursday, March 27. The Task force was in unanimous agreement that the next junior high school should be located in the Mood Valley area.

Mr. Art "Benn" Anderson, a former Board member and member of the Task Force, expertly presented the report to the Board. In his talk, Mr. Anderson explained much of the data which was studied by the Task Force, and detailed the reasons for the recommendation.

The Task Force studied information gathered from a number of professional consultants and other organizations (S.A.G.E.), along with data gathered by other sources, and their own knowledge of the school district area to formulate its recommendations.

Some of the data considered by the group included: proximity to students, past and future growth patterns, and elementary school enrollments.

The Board of Trustees expressed their gratitude to the authors of the study and information for their efforts in preparing the report.

On March 27, 1983, at the annual membership meeting, the Board of Trustees accepted the Task Force’s recommendation and voted to move forward with the construction of the new junior high school.

Ad Memorabilia

TheThough the years, advertisers have con
convocated imaginative ways to educe their products to consumers. They

An exhibit showcasing a historical picture of advertising, with a colorful assortment of memorabilia dating from the 1800s, is on display through April 22 in the Pllu Library at Cal State, San Bernardino.

Several items are from the Imperial Empire, such as a 1924 watercolor calendar from Palace Most Market advertising a flour, a woodcut engraving from Speider’s Teneur Com-

Don’t Miss This Night of Fun! Monte Carlo Night Saturday, March 25, 1983

Morning Star #10 Knights of Pythias and Orange Blossom Court #4 Order of Calenthe will hold a Monte Carlo Night, Friday, March 25, 9:30 until. Masonic Hall, 2931 12th St., Riverside, donation $25.00, for information call 695-2866.
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...Brown Roast

Riverside Municipal Court, Judge Dana Henry, Superior Court, Los Angeles, Ben Lewis, former Mayor Riverside, Art Pick, Executive Director Chamber of Commerce, John Longville, Councilman, Rialto, Ray Carcione, Chair Riverside Board of Supervisors, Hardy Brown, Vice President NAACP, San Bernardino and publisher of the Black Voice News, Riverside, Jim Lloyd, former Congressman, Lee Richter, Riverside International Racetrack, Mayor Tom Bradley, Los Angeles.

Bradley said he'd always felt uncomfortable when being roasted and out of respect he could not poke fun at his longtime friend. He did, however, offer a tale and called Brown the "prince of all the common people of this country."

On the humorous side, Rialto City Councilman Ron Longville, former executive aid for Brown called him to the podium to examine his driver's license and said, "Can you imagine roasting a 215 pound piece of meat in five minutes.

Another presenter, Walt Ingalls, said to Terry Goggins, who had left the dinner, that he posed about his future plans on the San Bernardino Valley College Trustee board.

JOE BACA discussed the roast with Tom Bradley, and answers the question Bradley has posed about his future plans on the San Bernardino Valley College Trustee Board.

MARY CURTIN, Secretary AFL-CIO (Riverside-San Bernardino Counties recently received a telegram from Brown congratulating her on her selection among the 50 leading women in organized labor. Also Charles Brown, Voice News, and Congressman Brown, Helen Hernandez, Director of Public Affairs for Embassy Television, formerly Norman Lear Productions, all met with Brown during the reception before dinner.

DAN FRAZIER, candidate for San Bernardino's 6th Ward Council seat was on hand to talk to Congressman Brown about the many pressing problems and some ideas he has to change them, and their long-time association supporting Congressman Brown.

PETE KELLY, California Chair of the State Democratic Party was the M.C. When Betty Palmer, Roast Coordinator, asked Kelly a long time ago to M.C. an affair for Brown who was a pageant to assist. Betty says he is such a wonderful person to work with. He also enjoyed roasting Congressman Brown.

WAUDIER RUCKER-HUGHES, Executive Director of the Opportunities Industrialization Center (OIC) was on hand to congratulate him and to tell him she looked forward to seeing him at the Minority Business Expo, to be held at Raincross Square on April 2. Brown will be the keynote speaker.

TOM BRADLEY, longtime friend of George Brown was on hand to help in the roast, also enjoying the festivities were, left, Robert Parker, Administrative Aide, Assemblyman Terry Goggins and right, Charles D. Brown, Black Voice News Advertising Director.

Cecilia Lightburn, recently appointed staff representative for Assemblyman Terry Goggins, Lt. Governor Leo McCarthy come out to support the funding efforts. Men have no support, and work as they can work with them for combating goals of crime control and prevention.

One special amenity to remember and effects of promoting the elderly, in recognition of their past contributions and present value to Black school and college-age youth. Provide them with career information, implementation and preservation.

Implement a youth motivation and training program among high school and college age youth. Provide them with career information, positive role models and information on job opportunities.

Primaries and advocate the "Rules for Black Unity, Survival and Progress."

Know your rights and remedies regarding employment discrimination. Learn to detect such discrimination in the most subtle forms. Educate others in this regard. When violations, of equal employment and affirmative action laws occur, actively pursue all legal remedies available.

Discourage and condone brutality, abuse, and disrespect in the part of law enforcement officials.
dog bite not likely, internal investigations and a review of the department. Susan Avila said today is here because of the way the case was handled. This was a fine church-going family, the police present a totally different picture of what happened to them. He said further, "I don't think if every minor is a good boy or just a liar—our interpretation is always biased by the format of the Police Department.

Rev. Jerry Louder, President of the Greater Riverside Ministerial Association, presented at the

Speakers from the Black and Brown community were concerned that this was not a random event or mistreatment goes on only in their community. However, Council members Ed Shepard and Jerry Nevels are quick to say they have no leaning issue and if it were it it would be kept away from the police community. Frizel stated that maybe the officers don't conduct themselves as they should. Mayeus and the official Black spokewoman were presenting the opposite view. One lady said "I'm here to protect the police." Another officer said he was completely opposed to a Citizen Police Review Board. Bob Stewart, of the Crime Prevention Advisory Department and the committee review board, "investigations are to protect the person under investigation, we don't want to have a court before due process." He likes the system we have.

The American GI Forum, Riverside Chapter, asked a number of questions about the police and the use of canines. The Use of Canines Department reported on the church meeting held Monday night and recommended an impartial body from outside come request of the city manager names of individuals to serve on a committee to select a new police chief. City Manager Walter said he expects to use the committee in two phases, one to screen the applicants to a reasonable number, and then in the third phase the last 5 or so applicants. Walter said prior to the 30 recommendations that he and acting chief Richardson propose to re-evaluate the role of the canine unit in the department. The American GI Forum, Riverside Chapter, presented at the police department readings.

in to investigate, like the Attorney General's office, involvement of a federal segment, police chief, cultural sensitivity training for the officers and finally the establishment of a Police Review Board.

Councilwoman Jean Mansfield said, "we are concerned and we are also troubled about our community, don't think the dog should go home."

Bowers said he is open to the idea of the review board but wants to know if this was an isolated incident.

D magical ice cream had been imported from Belgium. "There would be several demotions and transfers." The motion passed by the Council was basically to give a cooling down period to some citizens suggested to explore what happened to the Avila family and have the City Manager come out sometime to answer questions input from the community.

One councilman stressed the summary by saying the police department should not take the criticism as a personal affront. "We can't allow this to build up and fester into something ugly."
National Union League
To Be Equal
by John Harsh President
The High-Tech Solution
The general consensus seems to that the new high-technology industries will be the engine of our economy's growth, replacing the millions of jobs destroyed by the old, traditionally smokestack industries. That's an article of fact, along with some assurances that it will all work out for the best in the long run, even though some temporary adjustment periods are bound to occur. So there it is, in a nutshell, beyond that glorified consensus of high tech's future's promise. And what we are is the making of.

For example, some leading Democrats have been dubbed "Atari Democrats" by the press for their faith in the future. But Atari just closed down two plants in California due to a moving production line. And Atari admits that leave high tech's job promise? In the same boat with the dining room, where headquarters still sounds as if Dr. Evans, analyst, would ever employ as many people as it used to.

Secretary are the top ranking occupational category in job growth, with an expected 700,000 new jobs. Nurses and medical educators, both public and private sectors.

The coming of industrial robots will make some forms of production more efficient, but hit the cost of many jobs. No one ever dreams that the auto industry, for example, will ever employ as many people as it used to. As Nobel Prize winning economist Wassily Leontief says: "Most and workers will be replaced by machines. I do not see that the new industries will make a few comments. The life of the article is a mine when read the entire article. The article indicates a move toward openness of CSS's response ability to the case, varied population will collate its list of the workplace, and all.

In closing, I am concerned with what appears to be a deliberate attempt to "insure high quality workers" and (highly skilled) applicants is an excellent and 99.9 percent unemployable. How ever, estated in this process could be in a hidden agenda to influence the actual hiring of any minority? That is an agenda which I am not prepared to state, to the least.

R. T. Porter

Benjamin Hooks
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
NAACP

Letter to the Editor
Reader responds to Dr. Evans of Cal State
Dear Editor,
In response to your May 11, 1983 article "Dr. Evans Addresses Black Concerns," I would like to make a few comments.
Life of the article seems to be a mine when read the entire article. The article indicates a move toward openness of CSS's response ability to the case, varied population will collate its list of the workplace, and all.

In closing, I am concerned with what appears to be a deliberate attempt to "insure high quality workers" and (highly skilled) applicants is an excellent and 99.9 percent unemployable. However, estated in this process could be in a hidden agenda to influence the actual hiring of any minority? That is an agenda which I am not prepared to state, to the least.

R. T. Porter

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

JULY 1883

Dear Editor,
In response to your May 11, 1983 article "Dr. Evans Addresses Black Concerns," I would like to make a few comments.
Life of the article seems to be a mine when read the entire article. The article indicates a move toward openness of CSS's response ability to the case, varied population will collate its list of the workplace, and all.

In closing, I am concerned with what appears to be a deliberate attempt to "insure high quality workers" and (highly skilled) applicants is an excellent and 99.9 percent unemployable. However, estated in this process could be in a hidden agenda to influence the actual hiring of any minority? That is an agenda which I am not prepared to state, to the least.